Spotlight on the Patient Health Engagement model (PHE model): a psychosocial theory to understand people’s meaningful engagement in their own health care
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Patient engagement in health care is gaining more and more attention not only in the scientific literature but also as a requirement in the everyday practices of health care organizations. In general terms, the growing body of literature devoted to patient engagement is mainly inspired by the sociological and public health perspectives, which have generated various theories and models trying to explain how people become active agents in their health and care management. However, theories focusing on the psychosocial dimensions intervening in the patient engagement experience are still limited. This paper proposes a psychosocial perspective on patient engagement and discusses the Patient Health Engagement model, which is an evidence-based psychological theory built on extensive qualitative narrative research and literature analysis aimed at explaining patient engagement and its development in the patients’ perspective. The model has been applied to orient patient and professional educational interventions and has contributed to the generation of the first scientific measure of the psychological experience of patients’ engagement in their own care (Patient Health Engagement scale). According to this theory, patient engagement is a developmental process that involves the recovered patients’ ability to have a life projectuality and goal directedness – even if living with a disease. The paper will also discuss the theoretical origins of this model and will conduct a critical comparison of the theory with the Transtheoretical Model of Change developed by Prochaska and the five-stage grief theory by Kubler-Ross.
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Clinical and organizational implications of patient engagement

Patient engagement in health care is gaining more and more attention not only in the scientific literature but also as a requirement for the everyday practices of health care organizations. In a situation of resource paucity despite the greater demand for health services provision, health care systems are required to “do more with less”. In this complex situation, the idea of patient engagement has been advanced as a potential solution to make the health care system more effective and efficient. First formulated about 10 years ago in the USA, the concept of patient engagement was initially well received by policy makers and health care managers, given the idea that the “individual recipient of care” should be conceived as a crucial actor also in the phases of planning.
and delivery of the health care services themselves. In other words, according to a patient engagement oriented view of health care, patients should be considered one of the crucial human resources in the health care organization and as part of the care team. Patients not only need to be “put at the center” of the medical action in terms of consideration of their needs and expectations of care, but should also be seen as one of the actors who contribute to the successful accomplishment of the health care organization’s mission and actions.

The proposal of establishing a true partnership between patients and health care organizations and their professionals in the health care journey is magnified by the concept of patient engagement, which defines the individual not only as a passive recipient of care interventions but also as an actor who should orient such a course of action in a co-creative and participative approach to the management of his/her health and care. The paradigm of Participatory Medicine is the context in which the concept of engagement grew and assumed concrete meaning. This approach stresses the importance of sustaining collaborative spaces not only among health care professionals and patients, but also within the overall health care system and the social communities in which patients are embedded: this approach advocates more closely integrated and synergic approaches to patients’ care. This is not to support unregulated self-care without agreement with the responsible health care professional, but – on the contrary – to foster the reciprocal acknowledgment of roles and responsibilities between patients and health care professionals. This mutual awareness and acknowledgment, together with targeted patient education, should be the basis for collaboration and the co-creation of more sustainable and satisfactory health care trajectories.

**Factors impacting on patient engagement**

The growing body of literature focused on patients’ engagement in their own care is mainly inspired by the sociological and public health perspectives. The most established definitions and models of engagement\(^{15-18}\) point to the following factors as impacting on the ability of people to be engaged in their health care. Table 1 reports the most established definitions of patient engagement in the current scientific literature.

**Patient-related factors**

Some authors\(^ {17-20}\) have mainly focused on individual-related characteristics of the patient; according to their research, factors such as age,\(^ {21}\) ethnicity,\(^ {22}\) level of education,\(^ {20,23}\) level of income,\(^ {24,25}\) and also personal dispositions and beliefs about the patient’s role in managing health care\(^ {1,20,26,27}\) may affect individuals’ ability to engage with their health care providers along the medical pathway. Moreover, these studies underline the importance of clinical (ie, the gravity of the disease), cultural (ie, patients’ cultural-related orientations toward their role in the health care consultation), and social (ie, demographic) characteristics of the patient, along with the characteristics of the prescribed therapeutic regimen (ie, frequency, modes of administering the therapy) as key factors.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Author(s), year</th>
<th>Definitions of “patient engagement”</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Hibbard et al, 2010(^ {9}) (p.1918)</td>
<td>Patients’ motivation, knowledge, skills, and confidence to make effective decisions to manage their health</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gruman et al, 2010(^ {7}) (p.353)</td>
<td>Set of behaviors including two overarching domains: 1) “managing health” behaviors, which is both the self-management of chronic disease and the adoption of healthy behaviors and 2) “managing health care” behaviors, which can be both patient and “consumeristic” behaviors</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Carman et al, 2013(^ {1}) (p.224)</td>
<td>Set of behaviors by patients, family members, and health professionals and a set of organizational policies and procedures that foster both the inclusion of patients and family members as active members of the health care team and collaborative partnerships with providers and provider organizations, so that the desired goals of patient and family engagement include improving the quality and safety of health care</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Graffigna et al, 2015(^ {1}) (p.2)</td>
<td>Process-like and multidimensional experience resulting from the conjoint cognitive (think), emotional (feel), and conative (act) enactment of individuals toward their health management. In this process, patients go through four experiential positions (disengagement, arousal, adhesion, and eudaimonic project). The unachieved synergy among the different subjective dimensions (think, feel, act) at each stage of the process may inhibit patients’ ability to engage in their care</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Légaré et al, 2013(^ {7}) (p.277)</td>
<td>“[Engagement] is the process of individuals’ responsibilization that ensures that clear information leads to the best decision for the person who is seeking the care, thus improving self-management</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mittler et al, 2013(^ {8}) (p.37)</td>
<td>Engaging consumers refers to the performance of specific behaviors (“engaged behaviors”) and/or an individual’s capacity and motivation to perform these behaviors (“activation”) aimed at gaining health</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Forbat et al, 2009(^ {9}) (p.84)</td>
<td>A range of ways to conceptualize involvement are used interchangeably in policy and practice without due recognition of the very different meanings of public consultation, patient/carer involvement in treatment decision making, and patient/carer involvement in service design and development</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
that could potentially impede patients from gaining the skills necessary to play an active role in the medical journey.

Health professional-related factors
Other authors’ have highlighted the role of health care professionals and the care team’s characteristics in affecting patients’ willingness and disposition to become more active in their health care journey. In particular, factors such as the role identity of the health professionals, their set of communicative and relational skills, and their attitude toward the concept of patients’ centrality and active engagement in shared decisions about their care process are all indicated as potential factors fostering or impeding the process of patients’ engagement in their own care. These authors have indicated the role of professionals’ practices and cultures, together with the level of professionals’ work motivation, work engagement, and organizational commitment as crucial elements in sustaining their patients’ choice to engage actively in their own health management. On the contrary, individual or organizational resistances related to the organizational culture of the health and social services can hinder the process of patients’ engagement in their own care. The sensitization and education of health and social practitioners in regard to the concept of engagement is considered a crucial prerequisite for any program promoting the active involvement of patients and their informal/family caregivers.

Organization-related factors
Other authors have discussed the role of enabling factors connected to the organizational structure, and processes featuring the health care system as an unavoidable requirement for the promotion of patients’ engagement in their own care. Specific organizational models, together with the infrastructural features, technological resources available, human resources characteristics, and services’ routines and practices are demonstrated as being crucial factors which may sustain or hinder patients’ engagement in their own care. Particularly crucial is organizational preparedness (in terms of organizational climate and available resources) and organizational processes: for instance, an institutional vision open to new clinical approaches aimed at fostering the patient’s active role and human resources education in this regard.

Lay community-related factors
Social and community-related factors such as the characteristics of family, informal caregivers, peer networks, and the society as a whole are found to be further facilitators of or obstacles to patient engagement. The role of communities in sustaining patients’ motivation to engage in their own health management is much debated, with particular reference to the role of social media and online communities of peers with the same illness.

A health psychology perspective on patient engagement
In regard to the growing debate on patient engagement in health care, it is interesting that the analyses and evidence related to the psychological dimensions involved in such experience are still limited.

Studies on individual-related factors impacting on patient engagement mainly refer to cultural and sociological determinants, while analysis of the psychological components is mainly focused on cognitive and/or behavioral variables related to such engagement. Based on our research and perspective, only focusing on the behavioral component of the patient engagement experience might propose again a passivizing approach to patients’ care, as well as it is based on the assumption that a patient has to be “activated” by someone else to be effective in self-care. For instance, Hibbard et al. in their theory of patient activation, describe engagement as a function of patients’ skills, knowledge, and self-efficacy concerning their health and care management. Surprisingly, despite the increasing interest in patient engagement and the growing debate on strategies to foster it, the patients’ psychological and emotional experience related to becoming actively engaged in the health care process has been neglected by the scientific community. Scant attention has been paid to the meaning and lived experience of patients when they become engaged in their health care, the extent to which they want (or not) to be engaged, and the drivers of barriers against its delivery. This lack of an experience-based modeling of patient engagement may be a missed opportunity to promote the sustainability and effectiveness of services: exploring patients’ perspectives on engagement is crucial for supporting care strategies really able to improve engagement in the real world.

The discipline of health psychology may support the analysis of engagement in the “patients’ eyes”. This discipline conducts systematic investigation on how individuals, groups, or organizations enact (or obstruct) health care behaviors and choices. It can offer valuable insights into engagement as a psychosocial and subjective experience, and thus add significantly to the knowledge about engagement and the factors which may sustain or hinder it.
The Patient Health Engagement model

The “Patient Health Engagement” (PHE) model was developed by embracing the notions and paradigms of consumer health psychology. It is an experience-based psychological theory based on the systematic and in-depth study of patients’ illness experiences by means of narrative qualitative research. According to this theory, patient engagement is a developmental process involving a recovered patient’s capacity to plan realistic life projects (ie, meaningful life aims that the patient might generate unless living with the disease condition) and to be goal oriented – even if living with a disease. The process of patient engagement as described by the PHE model involves four developmental phases, namely, blackout, arousal, adhesion, and eudaimonic project. The model points to the role of the emotional component as the main driver of patients’ ability to adjust and adapt to the change of self-role identity involved in the engagement experience. In other words, the concept of engagement implies the patients’ personal choice to change their attitude toward the health care system, from passive, to a partner and co-pilot with the health provider of the health care journey. This change in the personal role identity is a function of patients’ evolving adjustment and resilience to their health condition.

As said above, the PHE model theorizes a developmental view of patient engagement. It suggests that a fully engaged patient results from a continuous emotional and motivational reframing of his/her health status and his/her role identity. According to the PHE model, becoming engaged in health and care management means being more resilient at the emotional level and effectively adjusting to the health condition and its medical requirements. The final phase of the patient engagement process (eudaimonic project) features an individual with a goal-oriented and more positive approach to health management that is – at this stage – more integrated in the patient’s life course. The PHE model theorizes possible trajectories of engagement which are not necessarily linear (a patient may move backward and forward according to critical events in his/her life and disease course). This process also features distinctive ways of interacting and engaging in decisional negotiation between the patient and the health care system that depend closely on the phase of the process through which the patient is passing.

In the following sections, the specific features of each phase of the PHE model will be discussed in depth. These phases are also more deeply explained in some seminal articles by the authors (Figure 1).

Blackout

This phase of the PHE model mainly occurs when patients experience feelings of psychological vulnerability connected to a critical event, such as a disease diagnosis, a new symptomatology, a disease relapse, and the need to assume new lifestyles in order to manage the health condition. In this phase, patients seem psychologically frozen and feel paralyzed.

In this stage of the PHE model, patients perceive the diagnosis and the requirements for managing the disease as distressing and conflicting with their life habits; for this reason, patients in blackout frequently experience feelings of deep sadness and anger. Consequently, these patients tend

Figure 1 Description of the phases featuring the PHE model.

Abbreviation: PHE, Patient Health Engagement.
to be passive toward their health care providers. To overcome the blackout phase, patients primarily need emotional and psychological support in order to adjust to their new health condition and develop a new sense of agency and control and sense of effectiveness concerning their health management.

**Arousal**

Patients in arousal have acquired an initial awareness of their health condition, but still have superficial knowledge about how to manage it in an effective way. They are not able to adapt to it and to consider their new health status as part of their daily lives. These patients often report that they are hypervigilant over their body and body signals. Every unexpected change in their body status causes emotional alarm and overwhelming emotional responses. In this position, health care providers are crucial points of reference for patients. They must also support them in managing their illnesses and coping with illness, thus preventing care dropouts (that are particularly frequent in this phase).

**Adhesion**

When patients succeed in the process of emotional regulation and coping with the illness condition, they experience the third phase of the PHE model: adhesion. In this phase, patients have developed a good acceptance of their disease and have overcome the major psychological stress connected to the disease onset. Moreover, they report being more and more aware of their health status and of its impact on their lives and life habits. In this phase, moreover, patients are increasingly knowledgeable about how to effectively manage their disease and treatment.

However, patients undergoing the adhesion phase are not fully autonomous in their disease management in terms of medical prescription (both life habits and therapeutic regimens), and they frequently experience trouble when something in their life context changes (ie, going on holiday, working life changes, and so on). This happens because patients in this phase are not totally aware of the reasons behind the medical prescriptions; they appear to be formally compliant with their health providers’ requirements, but risk failing when some variables in their life change. As a consequence, patients in this phase need to be assisted by an expert figure who can help them maintain correct health behavior even in stressful or atypical situations. Although patients in this phase still tend to rely frequently on their health care professionals’ advice and support, they also start to perceive the importance of playing an active part in their health care journey. This initial awareness about their role identity, not only as patients but also as persons who are active partners in the medical course, is a crucial antecedent of the last phase of the PHE model: the eudaimonic project phase.

**Eudaimonic project**

When patients become totally aware of their disease and its implications in terms of changed life habits and therapeutic requirements, they are able to become active agents in reaching a positive and satisfying quality of life, unless living with a disease condition. Patients experiencing the eudaimonic project phase – the last one described by the PHE Model – have elaborated and accepted “patient identity” as one of the many features in a person’s life. In the “eudaimonic project” phase, patients are able to integrate – in a more synergic manner – their health and disease management into their life goals. This reframed perspective of patients toward their health condition makes them able to embrace a more positive and satisfactory approach to their life.

Patients experiencing this phase of the PHE model are also more effective in health information-seeking processes and understanding the rationale behind the medical prescription (differently from the previous phases). Finally, in this phase, patients are able to “activate” the health care professionals when needed, in order fully to respond to their needs and well-being expectations. Health care practitioners are thus considered as reliable allies, and patients see themselves as active members of the care team. Finally, patients in the eudaimonic project phase are also able to become advocates of patients’ rights and to play the role of peer experts in patient associations and advocacy groups, or in co-producing services at a policy level.

**The PHE model and its links with other health psychology models**

The PHE model discussed in this article has its theoretical roots in both behavioral change and adaptation to change theories and their related constructs in the discipline of health psychology. Inspired by these epistemological roots, the PHE model seeks to furnish a psychosocial processual theory aimed at explaining how people adjust emotionally to their health status and reframe their self-conception, shifting from playing a passive role (asking for a paternalistic approach to care) to considering themselves as authors and owners of their own health and care, ready to act as partners in the health care system in terms of playing an active role in managing their own health. Thus, the PHE model emphasizes the role of the emotional and dynamic components of the engagement
process in affecting patients’ cognitions and behaviors related to their health management. Changes imposed by the new health condition on patients’ daily lives may cause emotional upheavals, which often determine the loss of meaning in life, self-confidence, and motivation to go on and adapt to the change. Thus, the dynamic process of psychological adaptation to such a crucial event requires not only a new cognitive mindset and new behavioral skills, but also a complex process of emotional adjustment and self-identity elaboration able to sustain the patient in the reconfiguration of a self-image that does not overlap with the diagnosis but includes it. These emotional and psychodynamic components of the PHE model are – from our perspective – its distinctive features which differentiate and make this psychological approach complementary to other theoretical frameworks of patient engagement rooted in other disciplinary traditions (ie, sociology, public health, health policy) which mainly focus on patients’ behavioral activation or cognitive or emotional reframing processes. The dynamic nature of the emotional adjustment to the disease onset has been well described by the adaptation models developed in the field of health psychology. The term “adaptation theories” is used to denote a group of theories and models that try to explain the psychological process of adjustment that takes place whenever people are faced with situations that require them to undertake a major revision of their assumptions about the world and adapt to those situations (eg, the onset of a disease). One of the most established among these models is the one developed by Kubler-Ross, who propounded a five-stage theory describing the psychological reactions of terminally ill individuals to their disease: that is, denial–dissociation–isolation, anger, bargaining, depression, and acceptance. The stage theory of grief has been generalized to a wide variety of adaptation processes, including patient reactions to chronic diseases. The scientific definition of recurrent patterns of individuals’ adaptation to change is undoubtedly of great applied importance because it augments the comprehension of how individuals psychologically react to the life changes with which they are coping. The above-outlined five stages of emotional change theory feature a process that ranges from the astonishment and emotional chaos caused by the critical event to a phase of emotional integration which allows the patient to adapt to the situation and the required changes. The processual model proposed by Kubler-Ross well describes the emotional elaboration and meaning-making process that patients experience when coping with disease. The Kubler-Ross model was a fundamental root for the PHE model. Particularly, some connections can be found with the emotional reactions described in the different phases of PHE model (ie, denial, alert, acceptance, elaboration). However, the PHE model does not only describe the emotional adjustment to the disease and the diagnosis, but also tries to describe how the self-concept reconfiguration (ie, from a healthy individual to an ill patient, to an engaged individual throughout the health care course) happens, so that the patient can embrace a more proactive role in his/her health care journey. However, this implies that the patient autonomously takes the decision to change his/her attitude toward the health care journey by opting for a more proactive role in not only the determination of his/her health outcomes, but also the definition and planning of health care services and pathways. Thus, besides an emotional process of adjustment to the health condition, the PHE model also implies patients’ motivation to change attitudes and behaviors related to health management.

In the domain of health psychology, social cognition models have been widely applied to explain patients’ behavioral change. The Transtheoretical Model of change is certainly the one that has best theorized the evolution of individuals’ motivation and decision making in regard to health behaviors, and it is thus, to some extent, aligned with the PHE model, at least in its theoretical goals. The Transtheoretical Model – by embracing theoretical contributions from various disciplinary domains of psychology – was the first to stress the complexity and the stage process of change in health behavior. In particular, the Transtheoretical Model maintains that individuals change their health behaviors in different stages. They pass from not being concerned to change their behaviors (pre-contemplation stage) to starting to think about them (contemplation) to finally enacting them (action stage) and fully engaging in those behaviors in the long run (maintenance). The model furnishes strategies to guide the individual through five stages to long-term maintenance, and it includes self-efficacy as a key construct. This model unveiled the complexity of the patients’ decisional dynamics when changing their health-related behaviors and described 10 cognitive processes which play a role in sustaining patients’ behavioral change toward a more active and aware role in managing health. However, the main focus on self-confidence, on the locus of control, and the decisional balance to nurture the decision for a behavioral change leave less prominence to the emotional and motivational components of that decision. Although Prochaska’s model mentions the role of patients’ (cognitive) awareness about the need to change behaviors, it does not refer to the role of illness emotional elaboration and psychological adaptation to the change (aspects widely addressed, as said above, by the
PHE model). Furthermore, this model is not directly linked to the concept of patients’ engagement and participation in health care, but rather on the decision making for health prevention and self-management.

**The PHE application to clinical practice**

The PHE scale (PHE-s)

There is increasing debate on the importance of giving voice to patients regarding their health and care experience and the importance of collecting patient-reported experience measures. Among the patients’ experiences to be recounted and reported, the level of patient engagement is regarded as a key indicator of the quality of patients’ experience, and in particular, as a predictor of how patients will be able to maximize their care pathway. Adopting a scientific measurement of engagement, thus being sensitive to this experience variation among individuals and clinical situations, is key for improving clinical practice. The PHE-s\(^7\) has been developed to advance theory in this field (Figure 2). The scale, developed according to the PHE model theoretical framework, is the first international tool devoted to assess the psychological experience of engagement, and it has robust psychometric proprieties. This quantitative scale only comprises five items and has the peculiarity (in che senso? [in English “peculiar” = “unusual/strange/eccentric”]) of adopting an ordinal structure, so that the patient can describe his/her experience along a continuum of engagement featuring four main positions (see the PHE model). The items were developed based on both systematic analysis of the literature and wide-ranging qualitative studies on chronic patients’ engagement in their health care management.\(^3,3,8,65\) The phrasing of each item was formulated according to the language and terms used by patients in the qualitative phase that oriented the scale development and was then cognitively tested in the pilot phase of the scale generation. This ensured that the items featuring the PHE-s were well understood by the general population. The scale was designed to be self-administered by the patient,

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Thinking about my health status…</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1 I feel psychologically frozen and blocked</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>O O O O O</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2 I feel dazed</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>O O O O O</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3 When I think about my illness, I feel overwhelmed by emotions</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>O O O O O O O</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4 I feel very discouraged due to my illness</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>O O O O O O</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5 I feel totally oppressed by my illness</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>O O O O O O</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*Figure 2 Description of the PHE-s: introduction and items.*

**Abbreviation:** PHE-s, Patient Health Engagement scale.
who was required to select one response option for each item (line). For more details on administration and scoring, see the previous papers by the authors of this study.71,72

Although the PHE model described four engagement positions, the PHE-s features a seven-point scale to facilitate the patients’ responses and to avoid social desirability biases. To make a patient free to rate himself, positioning in an intermediate position between two stages of engagement might facilitate a more accurate patient response. According to the ordinal nature of the PHE-s, the median score is considered the more reliable index to calculate the final patients’ scoring.72 To obtain the final PHE-s position, the median of the row PHE-s scores should be calculated. According to the score obtained, each respondent can be allocated to one of the four engagement positions as described in the PHE model. The scale is based on the assumption that the score obtained by the patients should reflect the actual patient engagement level.

With its brevity and simplicity, the scale was developed to be easily used in “real-world” clinical contexts in order to give voice to patients about their engagement experience and to offer a structured and reliable measurement for clinicians to tailor their communication strategies with the characteristic of the single patient.72 Figure 2 shows the PHE-s items. PHE-s is at present validated in various languages and cultural contexts. Validations in Italian,71 Chinese,73 and Spanish74 have already been published.

The PHE model in action
As mentioned earlier, the PHE model may be used as a psychological framework not only to assess the engagement of patients, but also to detect their needs and expectations to improve along the engagement journey. In particular, corresponding to each engagement position featured by the PHE model are specific needs of support and psychological counseling. The PHEinACTION intervention protocol has been developed specifically to support patients in their psychological journey of engagement.75 The PHEinACTION intervention protocol is an individual coaching intervention. It consists of two face-to-face consultations with the clinician (eg, nurse, physician, general practitioner, psychologist) sustained by a set of home-based assignments and exercises personalized according to the four phases of engagement.

The key features of the PHEinACTION intervention are the following:
1. It is a personalized engagement counseling based on assessment of the level of engagement performed with the PHE-s. The assessment of the level of engagement is considered crucial not only because it personalizes the counseling, but also because it is a first occasion of self-awareness where the patient comes to terms with his/her engagement experience and also an occasion of goal setting in terms of the level of engagement to be achieved.
2. The home-based assignments and exercises proposed are personalized according to the level of patient engagement. Moreover, they are multi-componential, targeting not only the cognitive (health literacy) and behavioral (self-management), but also the emotional resilience of patients.
3. The protocol is quite simple and structured, and it may be adopted in autonomy by the patient, albeit with the support and supervision of a dedicated health care professional.

For further details, the authors of this study refer to previously published papers.76

Conclusion
To sum up, the psychological adaptation and elaboration have an essential role in how patients can (or cannot) cope with their illness, thus influencing their possibility and choice to become effectively engaged in their healthcare. The transition from a passive approach to active behaviors in managing health and care is based on a complex process of meaning-making and self-identity elaboration, which is primarily emotional and psychodynamic. The subjective, and sometimes irrational, perceptions that individuals have about themselves and the subjective viewpoint through which individuals define the criteria to evaluate their quality of life are – in our opinion – fundamental for enabling the process of engagement and should be included in real-life health engagement models. The value of a psychosocial theory – like the one proposed by the PHE model – is judged not only by its explanatory and predictive power, but also by its applied potential to guide psychosocial changes. In this regard, the PHE model has demonstrated quite an interesting predictive power on the level of patients’ adherence to medical prescriptions15 and on the level of patients’ empowerment in self-management.66 These features of the PHE model make this theory particularly interesting also for both service delivery and policy making, because it may function as a “compass” to orient and personalize clinical actions and policy making initiatives based on the patient or population level of patient engagement (and, on the contrary, risks of disengagement). The PHE model has the strength of offering a processual explanation of the psychosocial dynamics occurring when a patient becomes engaged in his/her own
health care and recognizes that being fully engaged strongly depends on individuals’ choice and disposition to play an active role in the care team. For these reasons, the model – according to the current literature – does not maintain that more engagement is always the best. On the contrary, effective patient engagement occurs when the health care system recognizes and addresses the patient’s unique needs specific of each patient engagement phase. However, the shortcoming of the model is that it does not measure actual patient engagement behaviors. Future research should, therefore, illuminate the heuristic and applicative power of the PHE model, above all, in predicting patient engagement behaviors. Nevertheless, adoption of a psychosocial approach for defining and measuring patient engagement promises to greatly enhance our understanding of how people can decide to change their role in the health care journey in favor of engagement.
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